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Adam
Ng

My name is Adam
and I’m 4years old
this year I’m always
in love with doing a
lot of sports
activities and
especially kick
boxing one day
when I grow I want

to be a doctor and
be fit while training
to be a international
kick boxing
champion.

Photos Credits ::
Daddy and
photographer
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Anetta
Mudraya

My name is Anetta. I am a
fashionista and very like
all about fashion. Also I
like to sing and play the
piano. I have my video
clip for song "Father's
Daughter".
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Anetta
Mudraya
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Ava

Myname is Ava and I’m fromCalifornia. I am in 5th
grade and a AllStar Cheerleader. I have been with
my gym for 5 years and spend as much time there
as I can working on progressing my skills. I also
have dwarfism, spreading awareness through my
modeling and Rebel Family. I have beenmodeling

with Rebel Athletic for 2 years and hope to
continue with them in the future. As an adult I
aspire to be a dentist and an artist, drawing is my
go to activity.

Photos Credits :: Candice Craven
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Ava
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Faye
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My names Faye Delune, and I’m A
Professional Model, Promoter and
Photographer, (Delune Photography) of
over 10+ years, but I’m really just an all
around creative person and artist. I make a
lot of different forms of content and art.
Online Content is my main form of art tho.
Honestly my dream is to just make art, and
make others happy, but really, If I can spark
a reaction of any kind from my art, then
I’ve met my goal. I’m a huge nature lover,
who’s obsessed with all things astrology
and space. so I try my best to incorporate
nature and astrology into my work. But
really, I just love bringing ideas, and
stories to life with my art. Almost every
image of either me, or my photography, I
try to convey a story within it. “I’m A Blank
Canvas, Give Me A Story To Tell.” / “Lets
Tell A Story.” / “A Story Within Each Piece”
Are the phrases I Use To Describe My Art.
For the past 10 years, I’ve been studying
and learning photography, modeling,
Promoting and Marketing at The
Professional Level and really enjoying the
artistic aspect of it all. In 10 years, as a
model, photographer, and Promoter, I have
had the honor of being featured in/on
countless of magazines, runways,
commercials, editorials, catalogs,
websites, social medias, and more! I have
also worked with several brands,
companies, businesses, artists, designers,
bands, and more! Through the years, I’ve
had the pleasure of meeting a lot of very
cool, interesting, and kind people. I’m a
social butterfly, so obviously this was
heaven for me. People leave impacts on
you, and this job of mine, regardless of if
I’m the model, photographer or promoter,
it allows me to meet lots of people, who
usually leave impacts on me and vice
versa.

I love making art, and love showing it off.

I hope you enjoy my work, and I welcome
you to my world.

fayedelune.com/social-media

Photos Credits :: StrayLight Photography

Faye
Delune
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Giada

I love to travel, my dream is to
become a successful figure
skater.I am a daydreamer and
I love life, music and nature

Photos Credits :: Yes
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Giada
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Kelvin
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Kelvin

Kelvin is a year old cute boy,
with lot of energy and love
taking pictures. Set a camera
in his front and see him smile
big. He modelled with kids are
talented and he also model
with Plano beauty kid. He is
looking forward to be featured
in many modeling company
and as well as service you
right.

Photos Credits :: Mom
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Leela
Cadiz
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Leela
Cadiz

My name is Leela Cadiz.
I reside in California.

I’m young and ready to
learn more about me
everyday! I’m a aspiring
fashion designer. I have
a creative side of me. I
love Art, singing and
dancing. Oh wait cant
forget about

Gymnastics! Im very
driven on following my
passion to become a
professional dancer,
singer, model and
actress. I am very
thankful for my families
support and
encouragement to
pursue my dreams.
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Lennox
Evia

Hi, my name is Lennox Evia
and I am 7years old. I'm from
the Netherlands and I love the
camera. Ik am an spontanious
Girl who loves to dance. My
dream is to become a real
model. And I believe that if
you reallywant something you
can do it. Believe in yourself!

Photos Credits :: Tiny Nijssen,
Aalsmeer
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Lennox Evia
FerreiradaSilva
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Lissy
Day
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My name is Lissy as I
get older I would
love to travel
through modelling. I
love singing and I am
a grade 8 singer. I
also have a medical
condition called
cystic fibrosis this
means I have to have
medication in
hospital every few
months which keeps
me healthy and
helpsme livemy life.

Lissy
Day
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Luka
Krenek

My name is Luka
Krenek, I'm 9 years old,
from UK and I my
biggest dreams are
becoming famous
footballer and actor.

I have been playing
football since I was 4 or
5 for a local team and
now I also train with
Norwich City FC and
Cambridge United
football teams at
regional level.

Most recently I played
as a right of left wing

but also like
goalkeeping.

To help with my
flexibility, strenght and
stamina I also do
gymnastics and
compete at regional
level.

I have started my
acting journey playing
Little James Musgrove
double in Netflix film
Persuasionwith Dakota
Johnson.

Getting a great

feedback from her and
the 1st asst director on
the set encouraged me
to join performing arts
school Stagecoach
where I stayed for 2
terms.

Since then I have been
really busy with other
projects.

Just to name few, I play
Daniel in upcoming
short film Grimaldi and
Panda in Grey Matter.

I also filmed a

commercial for Ryobi
tools.

When not acting or
playing football I play
piano, sing and dance.

I love trying on and
buying cool outfits and
take every opportunity
to pose in front of a
camera.

Photos Credits :: Daniel
Krenek
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Luka
Krenek
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Makaylin
Thomas
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My name is Makaylin Thomas. I
am 2 years old. My dream is to
become a model. I have recently
signedwith amodeling agency. I
also love doing pageants. I’m
very outgoing and love to dance.

Makaylin
Thomas
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Milabelle
Nehanjali
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Milabelle
Nehanjali

My name is Milabelle. I am 2 years old. I love
pretend play and interactive play. But I love
playing outside themost. I love to dance and sing.
My mommy has been always taking photos of me
when I dress up. We love our Miss Indi Bowtique
clothes and it’s always fun to dress up in different

combinations and accessories. Sometimes I don’t
like taking photos but some days it’s really fun to
dress up and play.

Photos Credits :: Mom - Katrina John
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Ritishvar
Meraksh
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Ritishvar
Meraksh

My name is Ritishvar Meraksh

I love outdoors and travel.I like
to have a good laugh. Ice-cream,
cakes and chocolates are the
way to my heart. My best
buddies are 2 labradors and a
golden retriever!!! Looking
forward to do more
humanitarian work in the future
and live a wholesome life.
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Summer
Osborne
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Summer
Osborne

My name is Summer, I'm 9 years old. My dream is
to become a professional actor and ultimately to
teach acting. I believe actors need to be talented
in many aspects so I study music, singing and
dancing. I have many awards in ballroom dancing
and study dance at the 3rd best dance school in
the world according to the IDTA. My challenge is

making a break into the business but persistence,
perseverance and determination will win in the
end. Thank you for reading and for your support.

Photos Credits :: Mike Bell Photography / Colin
Osborne
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Vivian
Medeiros
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Vivian
Medeiros

My name is Vivian
Medeiros I Love acting,
singing, theatre and
modeling. My goal is to
develop as an actress and
model. My dream is to be
famous in the industry! I’m

9 years old and I have
done multiple plays, solo
s i n g i n g
,acting,workshops,some
film and commercial. I live
in Florida and can’t wait to
see what the future holds!
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